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ABSTRACT

This report assumes that an operator's console constitutes a third form of memory in addition to that integral to the human and that integral to the machine which is not directly accessible to the human. Questions are raised concerning the characteristic modes of human storage and retrieval of information from internal memory when such external memory is accessible.

The report also introduces the concept of associative memory nets formed by cue-related images of external events. Information loss occurs when cues, originally capable of providing access to images, become insufficient to direct retrieval, in subsequent memory growth.

A list processing experiment is described. The processing involves adding or removing sequentially presented "items" (alphanumeric characters) from a list of previously processed items. Two conditions are established in which items are 1) presented directly, or 2) computed from presented data.

Storage structures characterizing internal human memory and external console memory in this task are postulated. A retrieval model implied by these structures is constructed to account for the effects of computation and learning upon the features of the experimentally obtained curves. Insufficient retrieval of required information from internal memory is assumed to necessitate external memory search. The effect of computation is to increase the probability of insufficient retrieval and hence the frequency of external search. Learning decreases this probability. The effects of inducing alternate forms of internal storage are studied and found generally to result in increased storage and retrieval times. Implications for console design are discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Rapid developments are being made in the realization of computer systems which are accessible and convenient aids to human intellectual processes. Man-machine co-operation in problem solving places emphasis on the design of console devices for the efficient communication of information between man and machine. If computer-aided thinking is indeed to be realized, the form and content of information conveyed by the computer console must be such as to truly facilitate the human thought processes.

While dimensions of the problem are many, one discernable function of the console is as an external memory system, i.e., external to the human. The display and manipulatory devices belonging to the console serve not only to transmit human decisions to the computer and vice versa but also, to varying degrees, to record or establish memory of this action and its consequences. We shall think of this external or console memory system as capable of being addressed and decoded by a human processor to retrieve the results of previous processing events. Paper and pencil is the most obvious and common of such systems. So are the devices -- plugs, knobs, switches, light pens, through which man-machine communication is effected and which will perhaps supplant paper and pencil as the immediate agents of human decision.

We shall distinguish, then, between external and internal memory systems, the former referring to the configuration of the console both directly visually accessible or accessible by simple actuation of switches, and the latter referring to human memory. Such a distinction raises questions regarding the storage and retrieval of information in these systems and the interaction of one upon the other. Note that we de-emphasize the role of the conventional computer memory per se. From the human's point of view and depending upon the task this memory is not directly manifest and interacts with the human only as it augments console memory.

With regard to storage one must begin by accepting that very little is known regarding human memory mechanisms but what is known is not generally cast in a language compatible with that of the computer designer. But can we identify the characteristic modes for internal
storage of the results of man-machine operations? How do these depend on the nature of the processing task and the console on which it is performed? How do modes of storage in internal memory differ from those of external memory?

With regard to retrieval we can compare the modes of retrieval from internal and external memory as dependent upon the storage structures employed. We may ask questions concerning the efficiency of retrieval and the relative time requirements of retrieving the same information from different systems.

Finally we may ask questions regarding the relative use of external and internal memory by the human processor. How does this use depend on the nature of the task and the console on which it is performed? Are the apparent modes of memory storage adopted by subjects optimal in some sense? What is the effect of attempts to impose on the human alternate memory strategies?

The present experiment was an attempt to generate a method whereby human use of internal and external memory may be measured and analyzed. We tried to answer the questions raised above for a particular information processing task performed on a particular console. The task being arbitrary, the particular quantitative results obtained are less important than the assumptions made and the methods developed.
2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The experimental task required the human subject to continually modify a list of alphanumeric characters or "items" according to the nature of other continually presented data. The framework is similar to that used in recently developed experiments involving recognition and recall (1,2, 3), with these exceptions: Emphasis here is placed on the effect of the console on the memory task; time is used rather than errors as the measured variable; and behavior is described from an information processing standpoint.

2.1. Console Apparatus

The console apparatus used throughout the experiment is illustrated in Fig. 1. It consists of a chassis whose top surface (8-1/2 in. x 11-1/2 in.) is sectioned into 2 rows of 7 compartments. Data are presented in the upper row of data compartments. Depression of one of the seven (pushbutton) switches at the front surface of the chassis illuminates the corresponding data compartment. Similarly, the seven toggle or list switches on the top surface illuminate the adjacent list compartments (lower row). Finally, a toggle switch at the left side called the update switch, can be used as a master control of power to the list compartments.

The console is made operational by securing a suitably prepared program sheet over the sectioned area. An example of a completely illuminated program sheet is shown in Fig. 2a. The location marker numbers 1 through 7 are visible only when illuminated by manipulation of corresponding list compartment switches. Thus for example, list switches 1, 2, and 3 have been turned on in Fig. 2b. In operation, a subject is prevented from viewing the list when data are presented, i.e., depression of a data switch interrupts power to the list compartments.

2.2. The List Processing Task

The experimental task consisted of sequentially viewing a pair of data characters (numbers) in an illuminated compartment, deriving from these a "computed item" (letter character) and activating switches to add or remove this item from a list of such previously derived items.
Fig. 1. The Console Apparatus.
<p>| | | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2a. Illuminated SC Program Sheet.

Fig. 2b. Appearance After Third Item.

Fig. 2c. Appearance After Fourth Item.

Fig. 2.
Program sheets were of two types: NC, or "no computation
required," and SC or "some computation required" to arrive at the
computed items. Referring to the example of an SC program sheet
shown in Fig. 2a, the numbers contained in the data compartments
were sufficient to compute the item appearing directly below in the
list compartment. An NC program was simpler in that the same item
appears in the corresponding data and list compartments.

Data and list switches were handled by the right hand, the left
being used to manipulate the update switch where required.

An outline of the processing procedure explained to subjects
is as follows:

"Starting with the first set of data and list characters on the
left, repeat the following cycle, processing the items
sequentially until items in all seven sets of compartments have
been processed.

1) Depress the data switch, compute the appropriate list item
and release the switch.

2) If the computed item is not already on the list put it on the
list by setting to "on" the list switch on the compartment directly
below.

3) If the computed item is already on the list, take it off the
list by setting to "off" the list switch of the compartment containing
the item.

To compute an item in the SC case, multiply the two given numbers
and classify the units digit of the result as either "X", "Y", or "Z"
according to the scheme: 8, 7, or 6 is X; 5, 4, or 3 is Y; 2, 1, or 0 is Z.
In the NC case, of course, all that is necessary is to look at the
item, but in both cases make sure that you have the item firmly
in mind before releasing the item switch.

Give your undivided attention to each operation as you do it, without
worrying about what has happened or is about to happen."

As an example of the processing consider the appearance of the
program of Fig. 2a after the third item has been processed. Since each
of the first three items is new, the list will be that shown in Fig. 2b.
The fourth item however, is a "Y", and since it is already on the list, removing it results in the list illustrated in Fig. 2c. Thus the processing required involves seven repetitions of a basic routine. Each repetition is referred to as a cycle. As illustrated in Fig. 3, time intervals involved in the operation in each cycle of the routine were defined as follows:

a) \( t_1 \) -- item processing time, the time to compute an item from input data;

b) \( t_2 \) -- list processing time, the time to effect a list modification, i.e., to put on or take off an item from the list; further categorized into

1) \( t_{1+} \) -- put-on time, the time required to add an item to a list. This is the time required to effect the transitions 0\( \rightarrow \)1, 1\( \rightarrow \)2, and 2\( \rightarrow \)3, where numbers specify the state of the list, i.e., the number of items on it.

2) \( t_{1-} \) -- take-off time, the time required to remove an item from a list. This is the time required to effect transitions, 1\( \rightarrow \)0, 2\( \rightarrow \)1 and 3\( \rightarrow \)2.

c) \( t_u \) -- update time, the time to establish memory of a modified list (explained in context below).

2.3. Design of Experiments

Four separate experiments were run (designated A, B, C, D).

Experiment A. Combined Human and Console Memory measured performance under the basic processing procedure outlined above. A test trail consisted of running 20 program sheets of either the NC or SC type.

Experiment B. Use of Human Memory Constrained was designated to obtain limiting values for list processing times when all possibility for human internal short term memory usage is removed. A trial consisted of a running of either the NC or SC program sets, each sheet yielding one measurement of list processing time. The procedure for each sheet was as follows:

With the subject's attention diverted elsewhere and with the update switch off, a list was created by the setting of appropriate list switches. The subject was then told which data switch contained one
Fig. 3. Basic Routine and Definition of Intervals Within Cycle.
of the items on the list. The subject's task was, first, to compute the item. Then he was to depress the update switch, scan the list, and remove the item from the list by setting to "off" the corresponding list switch. Lists were created so as to correspond to situations actually encountered in the processing task (Experiment A). In effect, the dynamic processing (which in Experiment A surely involved some short term memory) was interrupted and held, so that the list processing times involved in purely visual search could be measured.

**Experiment C. Use of Console Memory Constrained, Forced Updating of Human Memory** measured the effect of "forced updating" of memory on list processing performance. By forced updating we shall mean the following:

At the end of each cycle, after having processed the list, the subject was instructed to remember the items and their locations on the list according to item-location correspondence. For instance, the list of Fig. 2c was to be remembered as (1-Z, 3-X). To store this list, the subject was to say "One-zee, three-eks" while looking at the list. Furthermore, the subject was instructed to attempt list modification from the memory so established rather than resort to any other recall or to the console display. Visual access to the console was controlled by the update switch which was "on" only during the interval of forced updating. (which prevented viewing of the items, but left the position marker numbers plainly in view).

The procedure for each cycle was as follows:

1) Depress the data switch, compute the item, and release the switch.

2) Use the memory established by forced updating to attempt the appropriate item removal from, or addition to, the list.

3) Turn on the update switch, observe the new list and try to remember it by item-location correspondence and turn off the update switch.

A trial in Experiment C consisted of the running of 20 program sets of either the NC or SC type.

**Experiment D. Combined Memory with Forced Updating** was designed to observe the subject's performance under conditions of forced
updating while visual access to the console was always available. Thus
the basic procedure differed from that of Experiment A in that the subject
was instructed to update the list in the manner of Experiment C. Furthermore, he was instructed to use the memory so established for appropriate
list modification even though the console is always visually accessible.
The procedure for each cycle was as follows:

1) Depress data switch, compute item, and release the switch.
2) Attempt list modification from memory established by forced
   updating.
3) Update using the same item-location mnemonic as in Experiment
   C.

Only the 20 program NC set was run in Experiment D.

Operational definitions of time intervals involved in the various
tests are presented in Table 1.

Under the processing rules, lists of 0, 1, 2 or 3 items were
possible.

The process governing the list state transitions is Markovian with
the transition diagram shown in Fig. 4. In order to distribute the item
appearances and the state transitions as equally as possible, 20 (7-cycle)
sequences were programmed (identical for each of the NC and SC sets).
In the first two cycles a list state two was always established (by having
the second item differ from the first); the remaining five cycles involved
a total of 5 x 20 = 100 transitions, the distribution of which is shown in
Table I.

Two Massachusetts Institute of Technology undergraduate students
served as experimental subjects. Subject RF was tested for a total of
five hours, while MR was tested for four hours, over a period of one
week. The extra hour given RF went toward initial practice. Each
experimental session lasted one hour, and subjects were paid at a rate
of $1.25 per hour.

A typical session consisted of the running of two test trials.
Each was preceded by a practice run of 10 programs, at the beginning
of which the subject was instructed to find his fastest rate consistent with
his ability to perform accurately. In the case of SC trials, preliminary
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>$t_i$ - item processing time</th>
<th>$t_e$ - list processing time</th>
<th>$t_u$ - update time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>interval between depression and release of data switch</td>
<td>interval between release of a data switch and setting of a list switch</td>
<td>interval between setting of a list switch and depression of a data switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td>interval between setting &quot;on&quot; of the update switch and setting &quot;off&quot; of a list switch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Same as A</td>
<td>interval between release of a data switch and setting to &quot;on&quot; of the update switch</td>
<td>interval between setting to &quot;on&quot; and setting to &quot;off&quot; of the update switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Same as A</td>
<td>Same as A</td>
<td>Same as A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 4. State Transition Diagram.
practice was also given in computational procedure. Before starting
a measured run the subject was told that errors incurred in the processing
of any sheet would necessitate re-running of that sheet. Actually, errors
occurred infrequently after initial practice.
3. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT A AND B

The use of internal and external memory under normal circumstances was measured in experiments designated A and B. One trial of test A involved measurement of item processing, list processing and update intervals required by subjects in following the basic procedure through the 20 programs comprising a NC or SC set.

The effect of having to compute an item against merely having to accept the item was determined by comparing performance in the NC and SC cases. In order to determine the effect of practice, two trials of Experiment A in the NC and SC conditions were run for each subject.

The list processing interval may be taken as the time required to retrieve information from either or both internal and external memory in order to activate an appropriate list modification. Fig. 5 presents list processing times plotted against the list state transition effected during the cycle. In these as in all graphs to be presented, points represent averages over 20 program sets (each point represents between 11 and 25 measurements as may be seen by reference to Table I). Curves drawn are for the first and second trials for subjects MR and RF in the NC and SC conditions. Also shown are measurements obtained in Experiment B, which measured list processing times under conditions of external memory use primarily. The latter measurements were of the time required to remove an item from a newly presented list of 1, 2 or 3 items.

Let us note several interesting features of these results. First, observe that the curves of the NC condition of Experiment A lie well below the Experiment B curve. That is, the use of internal or human memory results in a considerable time saving in effecting a list state transition compared to times required by external or console memory usage.

Second, the curves for the SC condition of Experiment A lie well above the NC curves. The effect of computation, then, is an overall increase in list processing time and, presumably, an impairment of internal memory use. As is apparent in the second trial curves, the effect of practice is to decrease the overall list processing times in the SC condition, and to a lesser extent in the NC condition.
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Fig. 5a. Results of Experiments A (Combined Memory) and B (Dependence on Console Memory), Trial 1, Subject MR.
Fig. 5b. Results of Experiments A (Combined Memory) and B (Dependence on Console Memory), Trial 2, Subject MR.
Fig. 5c. Results of Experiments A (Combined Memory) and B (Dependence on Console Memory), Trial 1, Subject RF.
Fig. 5d. Results of Experiments A (Combined Memory) and B (Dependence on Console Memory), Trial 2, Subject RF.
Third, the take-off time generally exceeded the put-on times. The resulting zig-zag pattern of Experiment A curves is in contrast to the more uniform increase of the Experiment B curve.

Finally, the average slope of Experiment A curves are less than that of the Experiment B curve. Indeed, in some cases, as in the SC curves of trial 2, the take-off time for transition 1→0 exceeds the 3→2 take-off time.

We conclude tentatively that performance under conditions of free use of internal or human memory contrasts markedly to performance under use primarily of external or console memory.

The following sections attempt to account for the particular features of the experimental results in terms of storage and retrieval models of internal and external memory.

The results of experiments C and D will be covered in Section 5 of this report.
4. SOME TENTATIVE MODELS FOR HUMAN USE OF CONSOLE MEMORY

4.1. Principle and Assumptions Upon Which to Base Our Models

Cognitive models (4, 5) conceive of the human as a serial processor who breaks up information into a limited number of "chunks" (6) to be attended to one at a time. The temporary storage of chunks is referred to as immediate memory (7-13). The storage of information for later use is referred to as short or long term memory depending on time intervals between storage and retrieval. From an information processing standpoint, memory consists of processes for encoding events into symbols, storing the symbols, and subsequently retrieving and decoding the symbols into forms suitable for action.

Human memory is called "associative," i.e., the storage of an event or the formation of its image depends upon the previously stored experience of the individual. Associated pairs of images are presumably formed by the storing of a cue with one image which may be used to retrieve the associate image. Graphically we can represent a cue as a pointer from one image to the other in an associate pair (Fig. 6). A cue provides access from one image to another and the degree of access is variable. The result of loss of access is insufficient retrieval or forgetting.

Feigenbaum’s (5) EPAM (elementary processor and memorizer) model postulates definite processes for the 'dating' of cues resulting in unsuccessful retrieval of associated images. We shall make use of the concept of storage structures or nets of images interaccessible by means of cues subject to dating.

Particularly relevant to the present modelling, we shall also make use of the following self evident principle: the manner in which information is stored in a memory system determines the manner in which it must be retrieved.

We shall also make the following assumption regarding human memory storage; events are stored in human memory in associative structures determined by the order in which they were experienced or attended to. This implies that human memory is based upon a serial processing mechanism.
Fig. 6. Cue Association in Associative Memory.
Based on these ideas, we shall consider the storage and retrieval aspects of three types of information storage structures. These will be referred to as location storage, item storage and location-item chunk storage.

4.2. Location Storage Model

In discussing storage structures we shall use as illustration the processed list of Fig. 2. The appearance of the list after processing of the third item is shown in the upper left hand corner of Fig. 7 as ZYX. The next item is a "Y" and appropriate processing yields the list of the second column, Z-X.

Now, let us consider the structural representation of the external memory constituted by the console. Since items are placed in locations we shall refer to the structure as location storage. In Fig. 7, corresponding with "location storage," locations form the top level of the representation net. According to our principle, there is a retrieval process characteristic of this type of storage. To "remember" or determine whether a given item is presently on the list, the locations must be examined in some sequence and the item contained in each compared with the given item. The process continues until a match is found, or until all locations have been exhausted. Since the scanning sequence is arbitrary, we have not given direction arrows to the top level pointers. (However, observation suggested that both of our experimental subjects adopted a left to right search.)

Assuming that examination of each location requires a given amount of time, we expect that

1) the average take-off time will increase with the number of locations, i.e., the state of the list,

2) for a given initial state, put-on time exceeds take-off time, since put-on occurs only after all locations have been examined, whereas take-off may occur after examining only one or two locations.

Informal checks suggested that put-on times exceeded take-off times in Experiment B, where human memory was not dominant. A good estimation of put-on times was derived by averaging adjacent take-off points as shown by the broken circles on the Experiment B curve of Fig. 5. Thus, retrieval of information by humans from external memory would thus far appear consistent with "location storage."
Fig. 7. Storage Structures (arrows indicate access direction).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location Item</th>
<th>Chunk</th>
<th>Location Item</th>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image_url" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image_url" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image_url" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image_url" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Structure</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image_url" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image_url" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image_url" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Storage Structures</th>
<th>List</th>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image_url" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image_url" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image_url" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3. Item Storage Model

The dissimilarity of Experiment A and Experiment B curves of Fig. 5 suggests that location storage is not characteristic of human internal memory.

Our aforestated assumption states that items are stored in the order of attending required by the processing task. Consider that in each cycle, the subject

1) computes the item,
2) decides whether it is to be put on or taken off the list, and
3) performs the appropriate list switch manipulation.

Accordingly we postulate that the associative structure shown in Fig. 7 and referred to as "item storage" is set up by the processing order required in this task. Item images form the top level of the net, associated with an image indicating whether the item has been placed on or taken off the console. We further postulate that information for each cycle is stored in the order in which cycles were attended to. Thus, for example, after processing of the fourth item, the net of the left hand column of Fig. 7 will have grown to that of the right hand column. This is in contrast to the other structures discussed which represent only the present state of the list, and show no indication of the past history of processing.+

Location Item Chunk Storage, shown in Fig. 7 for later comparison, will be dealt with in Section 5.

4.4. Retrieval Model

Our operating principle stipulates a retrieval process characteristic of item storage. Accordingly, we postulate that first an attempt is made

+ The location cue may possibly be the location marker itself, although this would require the extra time of attending to the marker while setting the list switch. Under the instructions to perform as rapidly as possible, subjects were more likely to use cues based on the order of item occurrence, or to use other easily processed visual and manipulatory cues. Thus in the SC condition of trial 1 of Experiment A, subject RF evolved a strategy whereby his left hand remained at the location of the item after the right hand had set the switch. This substantially reduced the difference between put-on and take-off times. Since Experiment C required use of the left hand to set the update switch, RF was subsequently instructed to use only the right hand for manipulating both item and list switches, as was MR, so as to standardize strategy used in all tests.
to recognize the item internally by sorting its image through the discrimination structure represented by the top level of the net, moving in the direction of the arrows shown for item storage. If correct recognition takes place, the associated "on/off" image is found. If the image is "off," indicating the item not to be presently on the list, the appropriate manipulatory action is effected, placing the item on the list. Otherwise, an attempt is made to retrieve the location cue. If correct retrieval occurs, this cue is used to locate the item on the console and then to remove it from the list.

We have added to our retrieval model of Fig. 8, the effect of the "dating" of cues. Such dating reduces the certainty that images will actually be found in the subsequent growth of the net after their initial storage. We have allowed for this by assigning probabilities $q_1$ and $q_2$ that insufficient information exists for the recognition of items, and the retrieval of locations, respectively. Further, we postulate that in cases where such information cannot be retrieved, the processor must search the console before attempting appropriate manipulatory action. Thus, it is assumed that the human processor must retrieve from external memory the information which he cannot retrieve from internal memory.

In the model of Fig. 8, times have been assigned to the various processes as shown in the rectangular blocks. We assumed a 0.32 sec "reaction time" which obtains in every case.

We have assumed that retrieval from external memory takes longer than that from internal memory, and can be measured as in Experiment B. The factor of six times longer was taken arbitrarily to fit the data.

Further we assumed the times involved in both external and internal retrieval are linearly dependent on the list state, $n$, which follows directly from our location model, not so directly from our item storage model (hence justifying a smaller coefficient in the latter case). A constant 0.06 sec was arbitrarily added to the internal take-off time and the external put-on time; according to our model internal retrieval of on-items involves location cues, requiring more take-off processing time than internal off-items; external retrieval of off-items requires an exhaustive search of locations, requiring more put-on processing time than external on-items. The scale of time values was approximately adjusted to fit subject RF's performance.
q₁ = probability of insufficient item retrieval from internal (human) memory.
q₂ = probability of insufficient location retrieval from internal (human) memory.
n = state of list (number of items on list).

Expected put-on time = \(8 + (1 - q₁) \frac{n}{2} + (q₁) (3n + 3/2)\).

Expected take-off time = \(8 + (1 - q₁) \left[ (1 - q₂) \left( \frac{n}{2} + 3/2 \right) + q₂ (3n) \right] + q₁ (3n)\).

(Times indicated in lower row of blocks include all processing subsequent to initial reaction time.)

Fig. 8. Retrieval Model.
Thus while certain properties of the quantitative expressions in Fig. 8 represent the simplest statements consistent with the memory and retrieval models, certain coefficients were arbitrarily chosen to provide a reasonable fit with the data.

By summing the appropriate values at the bottom of Fig. 8 we arrive at expected list processing times, with $q_1$ and $q_2$ as parameters and state transition as independent variable, (Fig. 9). The case $q_1 = q_2 = 1$ represents total reliance on external memory and corresponds to the measurements of Experiment B. The case $q_1 = q_2 = 0$ represents exclusive use of internal memory. We note the difference in overall level and slope of the curves for these two cases. The case $q_1 = q_2 = 1/4$ manifests a general rise in slope and an increasing of put-on, take-off time differences. The case $q_1 = q_2 = 3/4$ manifests a further increase in level and a tendency towards a slope as steep and uniform as the case of total reliance of external memory.

If we suppose that the effect of computation is to increase the "forgetting probabilities" $q_1$ and $q_2$, while that of practice is to decrease these values, the features of the model curves are directly comparable to the results of Experiment A. Recall that the level and slope of the Experiment B curve (dependence upon external memory) were greater than the corresponding features of the curves of Experiment A. Similarly, the level and slope of SC curves were greater than those of NC curves. The effect of practice is to reduce these differences. Finally, we observed the marked zig-zag pattern of Experiment A curves as against the uniform slope of Experiment B curves. This difference is a result of the different values assumed by parameters $q_1$ and $q_2$ in the two cases, as well as the 0.06 sec constant we imposed.

It should be noted that the probabilities assumed are a simplified description of the effects of dating in the retrieval process. Also, the linear dependence of internal retrieval times on list state is a simplified description of the retrieval process.

The initial tendency for SC curves to cross the Experiment B curve is probably due to incomplete establishment of the retrieval process strategy. The role of practice or learning in establishing the subjects strategy remains for further investigation.
Fig. 9. List Processing Times Predicted by Retrieval Model.
5. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS C AND D, AND A RELEVANT MODEL

5.1. Location-Item Chunk Storage

In the previous section we presented a model for human storage and retrieval of information in performing the experimental task. The model postulated use of a definite form of associative storage referred to as item storage. To test the effect of use of other forms of storage, Experiments C and D were devised in which subjects were instructed to attempt 'forced updating.'

We postulate that forced updating requires what we shall call "location-item chunk storage." As shown in Fig. 7 item-location pairs are unitized and are memorized as a string. In contrast to item storage, location-item chunk storage establishes memory of the present state of a list independently of its past history.

5.2. Results of Experiments C and D. Effect of Replacing or Supplementing Item Storage

Fig. 10 presents graphs of "updating time" measured in Experiments A, C and D, and averaged over the list state established in the cycle. Update times for C and D increase with list state. This is to be expected since the amount of processing required by location-time chunk storage is directly dependent on list state, i.e., the number of items presently on the list. It will be recalled that Experiment A imposed no particular update procedure on the subject. Comparison of update intervals measured in A show less tendency to increase with list state.

Fig. 11 presents graphs of item processing time of Experiments A, C and D and averaged over the list state of the previous cycle. It is found that item processing times also increase with list state. Since as just noted, update processing increases with list state, it may be concluded that item processing time increases with the amount of updating performed on the list of the previous cycle.

Fig. 12 presents graphs of list processing time averaged over the state transition effected during the cycle. Comparison of curves for Experiment C with those of B and A, indicates that retrieval time required by location-item chunk storage is generally greater than that required for retrieval from external location storage.
Fig. 10a. Effects of Forced and Free Update Procedures, Subject MR.
Fig. 10b. Effects of Forced and Free Update Procedures, Subject RF.
Fig. 11a. Effects of Update Procedures, Subject MR.
Fig. 11b. Effects of Update Procedures, Subject RF.
Fig. 12a. Effects of Forced Updating, Subject MR.
Fig. 12b. Effects of Forced Updating, Subject RF.
and certainly greater than that required by item storage. Comparison of curves of D with those of A (Fig. 5) indicate that the extra processing involved in forced updating does not result in significant improvement in list processing performance.

Results generally suggest that introduction of extra processing operations such as computation or forced updating tends to increase time required for independent operations already existing in the cycle. For example, computation generally increases list processing as well as update time; forced updating increases item processing time by amounts dependent on the amount of processing involved in the update interval.
CONCLUSIONS

Storage. A particular form of associative structure referred to as item storage was postulated as characteristic of human or internal memory in this task, and subsequently shown to be consistent with experimental results. This structure encodes information in the order in which processing operations are attended to. By contrast, location storage was shown to be characteristic of the external memory established by the console. The memory required by the task did not exceed immediate memory capacity, but dating of cues could account for memory loss.

Retrieval. A retrieval model implied by the item storage structure of human memory was developed to account for experimental results. Retrieval of information is faster from internal human memory than from external console memory. The probabilities of insufficient item recognition and insufficient location retrieval from internal memory increase with computation and decrease with practice. Correspondingly, the relative use of external console memory increases as these probabilities increase.

Optimality. The attempt to supplement item storage with location-item chunk updating does not produce any significant improvement of list processing performance. Furthermore, the extra processing involved tends to increase the times necessary for other operations. Also, location-item chunk retrieval is considerably slower than normal retrieval. Thus the normal modes of storage and retrieval seem to be optimal at least in this task.

We have used the underlying principle that the manner in which information is stored in human memory determines the manner in which it may be retrieved and the basic assumption that the storage structures normally set-up in human memory are fashioned by the order in which information is attended to. Both ideas have implications for general console design as it affects the human processor. For example, information handling procedures may be unwittingly forced upon the operator by the design of the console and the sequence in which information is presented. Internal storage structures so established may be efficient in response to certain questions but ill-suited in answer to others.
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### Abstract

This report assumes that an operator's console constitutes a third form of memory in addition to that integral to the human and that integral to the machine which is not directly accessible to the human. Questions are raised concerning the characteristic modes of human storage and retrieval of information from internal memory when such external memory is accessible.

The report also introduces the concept of associative memory nets formed by cue-related images of external events. Information loss occurs when cues, originally capable of providing access to images, become insufficient to direct retrieval, in subsequent memory growth.

A list processing experiment is described. The processing involves adding or removing sequentially presented "items" (alphanumeric characters) from a list of previously processed items. Two conditions are established in which items are 1) presented directly, or 2) computed from presented data.

Storage structures characterizing internal human memory and external console memory in this task are postulated. A retrieval model implied by these structures is constructed to account for the effects of computation and learning upon the features from internal memory is assumed to necessitate external memory search. The effect of computation is to increase the probability of insufficient retrieval and hence the frequency of external search. Learning decreases this probability. The effects of inducing alternate forms of internal storage are studied and found generally to result in increased storage and retrieval times. Implications for console design are discussed.
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